and methodological [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] innovations have revolutionized our view of primate communication.
The last few years have seen an emergent theoretical interest in multimodal signalling [5] [6] [7] . The significance of multimodal communication is that it provides a physical basis for redundancy in signalling; for example, cries of fear (auditory modality) are emitted with simultaneous facial expressions of fear (visual modality). This redundancy in signal components permits easier detection, more accurate discrimination, and more efficient learning of contextappropriate communicative tactics [6] . Primate signals are conveyed in multiple channels simultaneously, so that observers can, in fact, determine a lot about the nature of social episodes, even when they receive only some of a signal's attributes [14, 15] . For example, an observer can determine whether a chimpanzee antagonist is the aggressor or victim, depending upon the acoustic parameters of its screams [14] .
A systematic observational research programme on multimodal communication in apes was initiated by Tomasello and his colleagues [12, 16] . Their studies have revealed that great apes tactically deploy signals in different sensory domains as a function of whether an intended recipient is looking at them or not, communicating in the auditory or tactile modalities if the receiver is not looking at them, and in the visual modality if the receiver is attending to them. Experimental studies with chimpanzees [10, 11] , gorillas and orangutans [17] have confirmed these observational findings. These results demonstrate that apes understand much about the effectiveness of different signals or signal components in different states of receiver attentiveness, which entails the ability to discriminate these different states of visual attention in others [11] .
Apes have also been shown to 'repair' episodes of failed communication, with tactics of both persistence and elaboration of their communicative signals [17, 18] . For example, we found that, when faced with a situation in which both desirable and undesirable food are placed outside their cages, chimpanzees will cease communicating entirely if an experimenter delivers the food the animals have requested (successful communication), but they will persist in communicating and display more qualitatively distinct kinds of signals if the experimenter delivers undesirable food that the animals have not requested (unsuccessful communication) [18] . In that study, there was a partially successful condition in which half of the desirable food was delivered to the chimpanzee and the other half retained by the experimenter; in this condition, the chimpanzees also persisted and elaborated their communication. Thus, an observer can determine whether a communicative episode was successful, or not, simply by observing chimpanzees' patterns of communication.
In their study, Cartmill and Byrne [3] observed that orangutans communicate differently depending upon how well a social partner understands their initial signals. They presented orangutans with both desirable and undesirable food. They found that, like chimpanzees, orangutans persisted in, and elaborated communication, in the face of communicative failures, but they also displayed discrimination of different degrees of communicative success -an unprecedented finding. When partially understood, the orangutans preferred to display a tactic of persistence, repeating the same or similar signals. In contrast, when they were misunderstood, the orangutans preferred to adopt a tactic of elaboration, deploying qualitatively different kinds of signals in the face of completely unsuccessful communication. Thus, the orangutans made tactical decisions about their signals as a consequence of different degrees of understanding by their human caregivers. An observer can not only determine whether or not a communicative episode was successful, as has been previously demonstrated in chimpanzees [18] , but can even determine the relative degree of communicative success, based on the orangutans' signalling behaviour [3] .
Gregory Bateson [19] wrote that there ''is a general popular belief that in the evolution of [ And, as Bateson frequently noted, there are many aspects of human communication for which language is especially ill-suited. We know, from personal experience, that a glance, a welltimed hug, a stare, a slightly raised shoulder, an intake of breath, a caress, and other nonverbal signals can all carry immense meaning that is only caricatured in translation to speech. There has been a long tradition of ignoring 'meaning' in favor of the study of information transmission in the communication sciences [7, 20] , but meaning is fundamental to communication. Bateson's insight was that in redundancy we find a 'partial synonym' of meaning [19] : ''if the receiver can guess at missing parts of the message, then those parts which are received must, in fact, carry a meaning which refers to the missing parts and is information about those parts''. Nonlinguistic animals can therefore 'refer' to relationships, threats, objects, and other aspects of their lives through representations of whole acts with partial acts. For example, the angry growl and nip evokes ('refers' to) the threat of a full attack, or, in the present case, repetition signals that the caregiver is close to an orangutan's intended goal [3] . Thus, according to Bateson, metaphor, where one act signifies another, is immanent in animal communication, if we only had the wit and sensitivity to see it. Recent studies into multimodal communication in our nearest living relatives, the great apes, have demonstrated that they display a rapid and sophisticated negotiation of signal meanings [3, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Therefore, this cognitive capacity for conventionalizing communicative signals was probably already possessed by the human ancestors who invented language.
